3D-DIASemb: a computer-assisted system for reconstructing and motion analyzing in 4D every cell and nucleus in a developing embryo.
A computer-assisted three-dimensional (3D) system, 3D-DIASemb, has been developed that allows reconstruction and motion analysis of cells and nuclei in a developing embryo. In the system, 75 optical sections through a live embryo are collected in the z axis by using differential interference contrast microscopy. Optical sections for one reconstruction are collected in a 2.5-s period, and this process is repeated every 5 s. The outer perimeter and nuclear perimeter of each cell in the embryo are outlined in each optical section, converted into beta-spline models, and then used to construct 3D faceted images of the surface and nucleus of every cell in the developing embryo. Because all individual components of the embryo (i.e., each cell surface and each nuclear surface) are individually reconstructed, 3D-DIASemb allows isolation and analysis of (1) all or select nuclei in the absence of cell surfaces, (2) any single cell lineage, and (3) any single nuclear lineage through embryogenesis. Because all reconstructions represent mathematical models, 3D-DIASemb computes over 100 motility and dynamic morphology parameters for every cell, nucleus, or group of cells in the developing embryo at time intervals as short as 5 s. Finally, 3D-DIASemb reconstructs and motion analyzes cytoplasmic flow through the generation and analysis of "vector flow plots." To demonstrate the unique capabilities of this new technology, a Caenorhabditis elegans embryo is reconstructed and motion analyzed through the 28-cell stage. Although 3D-DIASemb was developed by using the C. elegans embryo as the experimental model, it can be applied to other embryonic systems. 3D-DIASemb therefore provides a new method for reconstructing and motion analyzing in 4D every cell and nucleus in a live, developing embryo, and should provide a powerful tool for assessing the effects of drugs, environmental perturbations, and mutations on the cellular and nuclear dynamics accompanying embryogenesis.